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Another change at the top!
Gilbert and Pete B pick 9! Pete
B doesn’t put on a margin!
GILBERT WINS $120 and PETE
B DOESN’T!
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I AM GETTING GIDDY!
With Ronnie Rhodes leading last week
and reckoning on winning the whole
thing, along comes Nick and Morgs
again to out-point him and jump back
into the lead. I’m getting giddy! We have
had more lead changes than a NASCAR
race!
Can someone put their stamp on this
comp and stretch the lead at the top? I
don’t think so, this one will go right
down to the wire and we won’t know the
winner until the final siren in round 23.
Exciting isn’t it? Not pants wetting but
exciting all the same......
KO COMP 3 HAS ITS FIRST
CASUALTIES!
The Cheshire grin Pete B was walking
around with last week has been quickly
wiped off his face as it emerged that not
only did he forget to put margarine on
his tits, oops I mean a margin on his tips
he picked Brisbane to lose, 2 WEEKS IN
A ROW! A big no no in KO Comp land. If
he hadn’t won $400 bucks in KO Comp 2
I would feel sorry for him! Bad luck
Pete.

Suit: "Well then it is logical to assume
that you are sexually active with your
wife." Fred: "Yep! Four nights a week!"
Suit: "Well then it is logical to suggest
that you do not masturbate very often."
Fred: "Me? Never!" Suit: "Well there you
are, that's logical science at work!"
Fred: "How's that then?" Suit: "Well
from finding out that you had a goldfish,
I've told you about the size of garden
you have, the size of house, your family
and about your sex life!" Fred: "I see.
That's pretty impressive...thanks mate!"
They both leave the toilet and Fred
returns to his mate. Bill: "I see the suit
was in there, did you ask him what he
did? Fred: "Yep! He's a logical scientist!"
Bill: "What's that then?"
Fred: "I'll try to explain. Do you have a
goldfish?" Bill: "Nope"
Fred: "Well then, you're a wanker........"

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

That still leaves 11 of us alive and
kicking and hoping not to make a
mistake...what on earth could go wrong?
JOKE OF THE WEEK:
Two builders, Fred and
Bill, are seated either side
of a table in a rough pub
when a well-dressed man enters, orders
a beer and sits on a stool at the bar.
The two builders start to speculate about
the occupation of the 'suit'.
Fred: "I reckon he's an accountant."
Bill: "No way! He's a stockbroker."
Fred: "He's no stockbroker! A
stockbroker wouldn't come in here!"
The argument repeats itself for some
time until the volume of beer gets the
better of Fred and he makes for the
toilet. On entering the toilet he sees that
the 'suit' is standing at a urinal.
Curiosity and several jugs get the better
of the builder...
Fred: "Scuse me...no offence meant, but
me and me mate were wondering what
you do for a living?"
Suit: "No offence taken! I'm a Logical
Scientist by profession"
Fred: "Oh! What's that then?"
Suit: "I'll try to explain by example....do
you have a goldfish at home?"
Fred: "Er...mmm...well yeah, I do as it
happens!"
Suit: "Well, it's logical to follow that you
keep it in a bowl or in a pond. Which is
it?"
Fred: "It's in a pond."
Suit: "Well, then it's reasonable to
suppose that you have a large garden."
Fred: "As it happens, yes I have got a
big garden."
Suit: "Well then It's logical to assume
that in this town that if you have a large
garden that you have a large house."
Fred: "As it happens I've got a five
bedroom house...built it myself."
Suit: "Well, given that you've built a five
bedroom house it is logical to assume
that you haven't built it just for yourself
and that you are quite probably
married." Fred: "Yes, I am married, I
live with my wife and three children!"

TIPSTERS INTERVIEW
I thought we should catch up with
Gilbert this week after his perfect round
and getting the prize for the closest
margin.
D on D: G’day Gilbert, well done last
week, fluke?
G: No way José, pure skill.
D on D: Not a bad effort either way. Pete
had 9 as well but no margin, was he
looking over your shoulder?
G: No, I was looking over his, oops, did I
say that out loud?.
D on D: Hmmmm, I see. Why didn’t Pete
have a margin?
G: Beats me, maybe a lapse in
concentration?
D on D: Hey, is that Pete over there?
G: No, that’s not him.
D on D: Yep, that’s Pete, HEY PETE, over
here for a tick mate.
P: G’day mate........Gilbert.
D: G’day Pete, why didn’t you put a
margin on last week?.
P: A certain person told me that you
don’t have to put a margin on in round
17!
D on D: Is that right? Can you reveal
who that was?
P: A certain person who was sitting right
here.
D on D: HEY GILBERT, where are you
going?
G: Gotta go to Safeways, get stuff for
Wendy.
D on D: But we haven’t finished.
G: Sorry mate, must run.
D on D: Well Pete, at least you got 9
right.
P: Yeah, I spose’. But a margin will be
on my card this week!

